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Bridging the Communication Gap between Scientific Experts and the Public
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Abstract: This presentation will examine the challenges to effectively
communicating relevant scientific information to vulnerable populations to
influence their health behaviors for improving public health. We will examine
communication inequalities and the systemic communication gaps that serve as
barriers to sharing relevant information between scientists who have access to the
latest knowledge and vulnerable consumers who need their information. We will
examine the critically important communication characteristics, competencies,
needs and preferences of important audiences for guiding strategic dissemination
of relevant health information. We will discuss strategies for demystifying the
equivocal nature of complex and probabilistic health information that complicates
health communication. Key communication processes will be discussed that can be
employed to reach audiences for influencing entrenched and culturally rooted
health behaviors. Attention will be given to examining strategies for
communicating relevant health information to influence key health behaviors
across the continuum of care. For example, we will examine how evidence can be
used to guide strategic communication about prevention, risk detection, diagnosis,
treatment, survivorship, and even end-of-life. Use of fundamental, surveillance,
intervention, and evaluation research will be applied to guiding knowledge
synthesis, diffusion, and application of relevant health information to promoting
needed program delivery and enhancing public health.
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Abstract: Timothy and Deanna Sellnow have worked extensively with such government organizations as the World Health Organization, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, The U.S. Geological Society, The United Nations, and others. As risk and crisis communication scholars, their never-ending goal is to bridge the gap between subject
matter experts on various risks and those publics whose lives are threatened by those risks. Their encounters with subject matter experts, journalists, and populations at risk in
more than 20 countries has resulted in series of publications emphasizing both best practices and theory building. Their presentation describes key findings from their work
through the telling of first-hand encounters they have had as risk and crisis communication practitioners.
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Abstract: This presentation will share experienced many gaps between assumptions
and reality, science and public perception in “Fukushima”. We need to discuss about
responsibility of disaster medicine. Many medical support teams denied to be
dispatched to Fukushima in spite of requests from Fukushima. We do not have
unified safety guideline for medical assistance team yet. Next topic is the sense of
ownership over disaster. Medical professionals with interests in the radiation health
effects, their interest tend to concentrate to knowledge and skills of the emergency
radiation medicine. Although nuclear disaster will not be over early, local medical
staff believe that radiation issue should be task of professionals from outside. The
information is important. However, it is not easy to deliver understandable and
required information based on individual needs. International organization
estimates not significant thyroid cancer risk. But, it is not easy to update people's
perception. We deeply realized the importance of risk communication since
“Fukushima”. Countermeasures against radiation health risks are not always right.
We are happy if you learn from the mistakes of ours and avoid repeating the mistake
made in "Fukushima".

